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Markov chains on an infinite product space are considered whose transition kernel is of the 
Gibbsian type. It is proved that then a stationary probability measure is Gibbsian if and only if 
the transition kernel of the reversed chain is also Gibbsian. 
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1. Introduction 
In many models for the time evolution of infinite particle systems, the time 
reversible stationary measures are Gibbsian with a potential determined by the 
transition mechanism, see Dawson [l] or Kozlov and Vasilyev [S] for discrete time, 
Liggett [7], Section 4.1 and references there, for continuous time. But what happens 
without reversibility? In discrete time which we consider here, there are transition 
kernels P( X, l ) for which two different Bernoulli measures are stationary, see 
Vasilyev [lo], Example 2.10. This means that even for nice P(x, l ) a stationary 
measure need not be Gibbsian since the conditional distributions of a mixture of 
two Bernoulli measures are tail measurable; and even if it is Gibbsian, the potential 
is not uniquely determined by P(x, . ). So one may ask what else is needed besides 
R The purpose of this note is to show that a stationary measure is Gibbsian if and 
only if P(x, l ) and the reversed kernel @(x, l ) are Gibbsian, and then the potential 
of the stationary measure is determined by P :md fi Here a kernel is called Gibbsian 
if the transition restricted to a finite region with fixed boundary conditions depends 
continuously on both the initial and the boundary values, see Section 2 for a precise 
definition. Our results include in particular the usual synchronous and local kernela. 
As a consequence, results of Dawson [l], Kozlov and Vasilyev [5] and Vasilyev 
[lo] are extended. 
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2. Transition kernels given by local specifications 
Let I be a countable set, the set of particles, and let the state space S of one 
particle be finite. The configuration space is then E = S’ =(x = (x~)~~,, x E S}. If 
V c I, u E S ” and y E S “‘, then it will be convenient o use the notation uy for the 
configuration x E E defined by X~ = u, (a E V), x, = y, (a ti V). For DC I let 8’~ 
be the a-field generated by the projections &, a E D, where &: x + x,. By conven- 
tion &, = {E, 0). If we put the discrete topology on S and the product topology on 
E, then ‘8’ = Z!$ is the Borel-a-field on E. Finally, we let s/I be the set { Vc I, 0 < 
IVl<m} and ‘V,-,==v’u{fl). 
A probability measure p on (E, 8) will be called a random fierd. By the focal 
specification of p we mean the conditional distributions ? on gv given &C i V E r/c). 
The local specification need not determine p uniquely. In case of nonuniqueness 
we say that phase transition occurs. As usual (t”‘) is called Gibbsian with potential 
(S,.), *,.:(E, &)+R!, if 
(1) 
It is known (see Sullivan [9]) that (?‘) is Gibbsian iff 7v( - 1 l ) is strictly positive 
and continuous. Moreover, it is sufficient to check this for all V = {a}, u E I, since 
the T” are determined by the T? The potential is unique under the following 
normalization: &.(x) = 0 if x,, = so for some a E V where so E S is an arbitrary but 
fixed base point. 
We will study discrete time Markov chains on (E, %). but instead of starting 
directly with the transition kernel P( X, A) (s E E, A E 8’). we give for 
each x E E the local specification (7~:~) of P( x, . ) and assume that P( x, l ) is uniquely 
determined by (T,“). This means that 
Prob[ X,, = u on VlX,, = x0, . . . , x,,.-* =x,1-l, x,, = y on VI= nl’,; July]. (2) 
Such transition kernels are a natural generalization of the so called synchronous 
kernels where P(.r, 9) is a product measure on (E, 8) for each x E E. They were 
introduced by Dobrushin [3, Case 4, p. 4601. They are considered here because the 
time reversal of synchronous kernels is in most cases no more synchronous. 
Let us now state our assumptions on (7~:‘). First we ask that (R,\‘) is Gibbsian with 
potential Qi \\‘. \\, ( W, c ‘1;; W, E TJ. i.e. 
where @,,I, \\.,: (E, &.,) X (E, &,, 2 ) + IR satisfy (Al) 
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This implies that n,“[u(y] is jointly continuous in x and y. By similar arguments 
as in Sullivan 191, it is seen that for any continuous rry[uly] > 0 such a Gibbsian 
representation can be obtained with (a w, wz) satisfying a slightly weaker summability 
condition. 
In addition, we ask that one of the following conditions holds: either 




S is totally ordered, 
( w,“) is attractive in the sense of Preston [8. Section 91 for each X, and 
P( X. l ) is uniquely determined by (7~:‘). (A3) 
(A2) is a condition of weak dependence on the boundary condition. It implies 
that P( x, 9) is uniquely determined by ( z.:), Dobrushin [ 21. (A2) or (A3) allow us 
to deduce the Feller property of P from the continuity of x-* nJ’[uly]. 
Lemma 2.1. If ( tr ,\‘) satisfies (A 1) and ( A2) or (A3), then Pf( l ) is continuous fat 
all continuous f: E + R. 
Proof. Let ni’f( u) =C ?“t St‘ f(yu)m,\‘[y(u]. By assumption (Al) x--, wrf(a) iscon- 
tinuous for all u. Under assumption (A2) we have that, for continuous functions f, 
pf(x) = lim~~t,n.~’ f(u) for arbitrary u, and the convergence is uniform in x for f 
depending only on finitely many coordinates, see Kiinsch [6, Corollary 2.41. Because 
such fs are dense in the set of continuous fuktions, the assertion is proved. 
Under assumption (A3) we have that, for continuous increasing f, v.yf (+) \ pf(x) 
and n.t’f (-) Hf( x) as Vtl. Here + (-) is the maximal (minimal) element on E 
with respect o the product order. Therefore pf( l ) is both upper and lower semicon- 
tinuous. Now we use that differences of continuous increasing functions are dense 
in the set of continuous functions to conclude the proof. Cl 
3. Relations between initial distributians and time reversal 
We consider the distribution of a chain with transition kernel P( x, l ) as described 
in the previous section at two successive instants t = 0 and t = 1. For any initial 
distribution JL on (E, a), let &dx, dy) be the probability distribution p(dx)P( x, dy) 
on 0 = EI”*‘I and let @( y, dx) be the time reversal at time 1, i.e. $( y, dx) is the 
conditional distribution of X0 given X1 = y. Our aim is to derive a relation between 
the local specifications (T”) of p and (2: ) of p( y, l ) for each y. If we view F as 
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a random field on the index set IX (0, 11, we see from (2) that T:[. Iy] and ?;,“[ l 1x1 
belong to the local specification of i. From it we want to calculate conditional 
distributions given only partial information on the outside, namely the conditional 
distribution of &(X0), Q E V, given only &(X0), a e V, without knowing XI. In 
particular, we want to know if the continuity of the conditional distributions is 
preserved when the a-field of available information becomes maller. An analogous 
problem arises also in the study of the global Markov property, see e.g. Follmer [S]. 
We now fix an a E I and let V c I\a, W c I with V, 1%’ E 7/: The following formula 
is easily checked by writing the conditional probabilities as ratios of absolute 
probabilities: 
Here xb = xb (b#a) and &-,= s,, and we have used short notations like y, for 
(LfJX,) = y,, a E W} or xv for (I7JX,)=x,, a E V}. 
First letting V tend to I\a and then W to I, we get from the convergence of 
conditional probabilities that E-a.s. 
So in order to tell something about TV, we need to know more about the limit on 
the right-hand side of (4). 
Lemma 3.1. Let (7~:‘) satisfy (Al). (A2) or (A3), atzd also 
Then limWll P(n;, y,,,)/P(x, y\+,) exists jar all x, ye E ad is equal to 
g(x. y)- ’ Ig(x, u)F(% du) where g(x, y) =expk-C,v,t. ,&2_3C1 @w,N$Y~ x))- In 
particukcr, it is continuous in x and y. 
Proof. As noticed in the proof of Lemma 2.1, in both cases we have JVw }?w) = 
limI.T, n: [y&l with a fixed u E E independent of x. But by assumption (Al) for 
v 2 w, 
/(same sum with* x instead of a) (5) 
where + = W,, W,n W#C, W,n(V\W)=W}, **={W,, W,n(V\W)#0}. 
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The limits over V and W will be taken separately for each of the three factors 
in (5). For the last factor we observe that each summand in the nominator is between 
so the whole factor is between 
exp * 
( 
c c supl@w, MJ 24 01 
W,ct W W230 0.1 > 
which converges to one for WTI by assumption. 
The convergence of the middle factor in (5) to g(x, y)-’ for VtI, WTI is obvious. 
Finally the first factor can be written as 
where 
g”‘(x, y)=exp - 
( 
C c @w, w,(Y, 4 l 
W*nV*~9 W*sxl > 
But g”‘(x, y) converges to g(x, y) uniformly as Vj’l, and $(g(x, e))(u) converges 
to 1 P(X, dy)g(x, y) because g( x, .) is continuous. Hence the first factor converges 
to 1 P(.T, dy)g(x, y). So we have proved that P(g, y&/P(x, ylv) converges to 
g(x,y)-‘jP(%d ) ( y g x, y) which is continuous by Lemma 2.1 since g is con- 
tinuous. III 
Now our main result is the following. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (7jy) satisfy (Al), (A2) or (A3) and also 
Then the local specification (7”) of cc is Gibbsian iff the local specification (7jz’) 
of&y, l ) is Gibbsian. Moreover, denoting by 4HG ( W E 3’) and 6,,, w2 ( WI t V; W2 E 
1 J the potentials of (T “) and (i;,“), we have &\,,, w’z( x, y) = @w2Lv,( y, x) ( W, E 
F, W2 E ‘I”), while $,‘1’,,, ( W, E ‘,C) ar.d qki ( W c 7”) determine each other hv , 
eXP (-,A, eww) = j-exp( -2X). ,zaa @w, WAY9 xl) 
x P(Z, dy) exp - c 4V,‘, (4 
U’, 34 
=liiZy(u).lZ&4)exp (- c &,,(x)). 
W, 3a 
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Proof. Combining (4) with Lemma 3.1 we get 
~alkhal 
7"iI~alXf\al 
= gb, YF I g(x, u)P(& du) +e[xa’xf\ul GJIja 1x1 \u I’ (6) 
g(x, y)-’ 1 g(x, u)P (X, du) is jointly continuous in x and y and strictly positive and 
so we conclude from (6) that 7a[X~lX,~,a] is continuous in x and strictly positive iff 
G~[xU~x,J is jointly continuous in x and y and strictly positive. Sullivan’s results 
[9] (compare also Section 2) imply therefore the equivalence statement of the 
theorem. Moreover, g(x, y)-‘?i~[x,lx,,,l/7;e[liI,lx,,,l must be independent of y. 
Taking logarithms and using the definition of g and the potential representation of 
+ respectively, we see that 
c c @w,w(Y, xl- c c ~W*W2(x’ Y> 2 
tC., k- 1. W2 3a WI 3a WzE 1;) 
does not depend on y forlany x. Because of the uniqueness of normalized potentials 
this is possible only if ew, wZ( x, y) = GwZw,(y, x) ( W, ~a, W, E Y). But then the 
right-hand side of (6) is equal to 
I g(x, u)P(X, du) exp (- c a\,,c,,>, W, 3a 
and the theorem is proved since the equality 
I 
g(.r, f4)P(_V-, du) = v,~ z,\‘(U)/z&j 
I 
follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1. !Zl 
The whole discussion up to now was for an arbitrary starting distribution pw. 
Essentially we have shown that the joint-dependence of ?~_~[x~~x~+] on y and x is 
determined by the rr,\‘, while the dependence on x alone is influenced by the 
starting distribution E.C. In fact, by a suitable choice of p, any ~6~~;~~ can be realized. 
There remains the question which 6 cI, I) can occur when p is stationary for R We 
will discuss it in the next section. However if p is stationary, then it follows from 
Theorem 3.2 that the Gibbsian property of p and its potential depend on both P 
and p as stated in the introduction. 
4. Applications to stationary ineasuces 
First we consider the time reversible case where we extend results of Damson 
[ I 1. Kozlov and Vasilyev [S] and Vasilyev [ IO]. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let P(n, l ) be such that (nr) satisfies (Al) and (A2) or (A3). Then 
P( x, l ) has a time reversible stationary measure p iff aw, wz( y, x) = @, &, y ) 
( W, E ‘V, W2 E ‘V), and then the local specification of p is Gibbsian with potential 
$w ( WE V) determined by 
Proof. Time reversible means that &WI w, = Gw, w, ( WI E W; W2 E r/;,), so the 
necessity of the condition and also the last equality follow from Theorem 3.2. But 
the condition is also sufficient: We put GHwz = Gwzy) and choose a random field E 
on I X(0,1} with local specification given by a, w, ( W,, W2 E VO) which is also 
invariant under the exchange of the two time indices 0 and 1. Then the projection 
of i on time 0 is stationary and time reversible. Cl 
We remark that the symmetry condition Qiw, wz( y, x) = Gwz wI( X, y) is quite restric- 
tive. For instance in the synchronous case it allows only pair potentials because 
@ = 0 if 1 W,l > 1. In the nonreversible case the &w IrI are not known, but in 
prE:ple they can be determined by applying the arguments of sect. 3 with (7~~) 
and (6 v, exchanged. 
Theorem 4.2. Let P(x, l ) be such that (TTY) satisfies (Al), (A2) or (A3) and also 
c c supI@w, w,(v, x)1 -Coo* 
W,C 2” Wz3a x,) 
Let &I,(l ( WI E “Ir) be any potential such that 
7j$4)x] = Zy(x)-’ exp (-w,;\,+,( w; ~‘ %w,(Y9 ux)+dwJux))) 
satisfies also (A2) or iA3). Then there is a stationary measure p with time reversal 
given by (6; ) iff 
J ( exp - C C @,, w,(Y, x) P(X; dy) exp \V,t: 1’ W23a ) (- c By,;(x)) W, Lta 
and then I_C is Gibbsian with potential tiw( x) ( W E Y) determined by 
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Proof,. Obvious from the remark preceeding the theorem. 
Remark 4.3. The condition in Theorem 4.2 can be written also as 
!i; 2,” (u)/Zi'( u) exp (- c ~w&)) 
W, 3a 
Moreover, the exponential terms can be absorbed in the Zv respectively ? by 
passing from @ w, w, to another not normalized potential. Then it is seen that Theorem 
4.2 extends Corollary 3.7 of Vasilyev [lo]. 
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